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1. Introduction

Nexen Energy ULC (Nexen) is planning an 11-year exploration drilling program off eastern Newfoundland, from 2018 to 2028. AMEC Foster Wheeler (AMEC) have been contracted to produce an environmental assessment for this project. JASCO Applied Sciences (JASCO) conducted a modelling study to estimate distances to underwater sound level thresholds associated with injury and disturbance to marine life during planned operations. Operations are planned to occur in the Exploration Licenses (EL) 1144 and 1150, in the Flemish Pass region (Figure 1). Operations may include the use of drill ships, a semi-submersible drilling platform, supply vessels, and a Vertical Seismic Profiler (VSP) airgun array.

For this study, JASCO modelled two scenarios: operation of a VSP airgun array, and operation of a drilling platform that was defined as a semi-submersible platform with a supply vessel alongside. These scenarios provide conservative estimates of the distances to marine mammal impact thresholds for the various activities expected to occur during the Nexen Energy ULC Flemish Pass Exploration Drilling Project (the Project). Each scenario was modelled at two locations: a shallow (378 m) site in EL 1150 and a deep (1137 m) site in EL 1144.

The underwater acoustic signature of the VSP airgun array was predicted with a specialized computer model that accounts for individual airgun volumes and the array geometry. Source levels from the semi-submersible and the supply vessel were predicted based on frequency-dependent levels for cavitating propellers, adjusted for the characteristics of the propulsion systems of surrogate platforms. Sound levels at distances from the VSP airgun array and the drilling platform were predicted with a combination of underwater acoustic propagation models, in conjunction with the modelled source levels. These predictions account for sound source directivity and the range-dependent environmental properties in the area.

The assessed sound level thresholds associated with injury and disturbance to marine mammals were based on peer-reviewed publications, including the 2016 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Technical Guidance (NMFS 2016) for injury to marine mammals, and the current U.S. National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) criteria (NMFS 2013) for behavioural response by marine mammals.

Ambient levels derived from a data collection program conducted by JASCO in 2016–2017 are presented to summarize the soundscapes during the Project. The analysis of the data collected at Station 18 and 19 (Figure 1) focuses on the biological (marine mammal) and anthropogenic (seismic surveys, and oil and gas production activities) components of the soundscapes.

In this report, Section 2 discusses the methodology for modelling source levels and sound propagation, and for calculating ambient levels representative of the area. Section 3 describes the specifications of the sources, environmental parameters used in the propagation models, and the parameters used for calculating ambient levels. Section 3.4 presents the modelled results in two formats: tables of distances to sound levels thresholds associated to injury and disturbance criteria, and sound field contour maps showing the directivity and range to various sound level isopleths. This section also present ambient noise data as 1/3-octave-band levels over a full year, highlighting prominent biological and anthropogenic sounds. In Section 4.3.1, results are discussed relative to ambient noise levels in the area.
Figure 1. Overview of the project area, modelled sites, and ambient level recording stations.
1.1. Modelled Scenarios

Sound fields were modelled at two sites within the project area: Site A is a deep site in EL 1144, and Site B is a shallow site in EL 1150 (Figure 1; Table 1). At each site, the operation of a VSP airgun array and a drilling platform were modelled. At the time of this study, the VSP airgun array for the Project was yet not selected by Nexen. A 2400 in³ array was selected as a surrogate for modelling based on previous work on the east coast of Canada (Zykov 2016). This array is expected to provide a conservative, yet realistic estimate of distances to impact criteria thresholds for typical VSP operations.

The drilling platform to be used in the Project was also not yet selected. A drillship and a semi-submersible platform were presented as possible drilling platforms. Based on previous work (Zykov 2016), it is expected that the semi-submersible platform will lead to longer distances to impact thresholds and, thus, was used in this study. The semi-submersible West Aquarius (from Seadrill) and the supply vessel the Avalon Sea (from the Secunda Canada fleet) were selected as surrogates for this study. Figure 2 shows the geometry of the drilling platform scenario, for which the actual location of each thruster was accounted for when the combined acoustic field around the platform was calculated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Latitude (N)</th>
<th>Longitude (W)</th>
<th>Water depth (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>47° 31' 01.23&quot;</td>
<td>46° 43' 09.20&quot;</td>
<td>1137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>47° 18' 13.21&quot;</td>
<td>46° 09' 18.53&quot;</td>
<td>378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.2. Acoustic Impact Criteria

The perceived loudness of sound, especially impulsive noise such as from seismic airguns, is not generally proportional to the instantaneous acoustic pressure. Rather, perceived loudness depends on the time over which the pulse rises, its duration, and its frequency content. Thus, several sound level metrics are commonly used to evaluate noise and its effects on marine life. Table 2 lists the metrics applied in this report, peak pressure level (PK), root-mean-square (rms) sound pressure level (SPL), and sound exposure level (SEL) (see definitions in Appendix A.1). The acoustic metrics in this report reflect the updated ANSI and ISO standards for acoustic terminology, ANSI-ASA S1.1 (R2013) and ISO/DIS 18405.2:2017 (2016).

Whether acoustic exposure levels might injure or disturb marine mammals is an active research topic. Since 2007, several expert groups have investigated an SEL-based assessment approach for injury, with a handful of key papers published on the topic. The number of studies that investigate the level of...
disturbance to marine animals by underwater noise has also increased substantially. Based on the best available science, the following sound level thresholds were assessed:

- M-weighted SEL and PK thresholds for injury to marine mammals, based on the 2016 NOAA Technical Guidance (NMFS 2016) (see Appendix A.3). SEL was assessed by integrating over 24 h.
- Behavioural thresholds due to impulsive sound sources based on the current NMFS criteria for marine mammals (NMFS 2013), i.e., 160 dB re 1 µPa (SPL) for the VSP airgun array and 120 dB re 1 µPa (SPL) for the semi-submersible with supply vessel.

The reported distances to all thresholds are calculated as maximum level over the entire water column. Details on each set of thresholds and the associated frequency-weighting are provided in Appendices A.2–A.3.

Table 2. NOAA 2016 marine mammal injury acoustic thresholds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing group</th>
<th>Impulsive source</th>
<th>Non-impulsive source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PK</td>
<td>Weighted SEL (24 h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Method

2.1. Modelling Acoustic Sources

2.1.1. VSP Airgun Array

The source levels and directivity of the VSP airgun array were predicted with JASCO’s Airgun Array Source Model (AASM), which accounts for:

- Array layout
- Volume, tow depth, and firing pressure of each airgun
- Interactions between different airguns in the array

The arrays’ signatures were modelled over AASM’s full frequency range, up to 25 kHz. Details of the model are described in Appendix A.5.1.

2.1.2. Drilling Platform

The source levels for each thruster on the semi-submersible platform and the supply vessel were modelled individually. The source level spectra were based on blade diameter and tip speed of a thruster, according to Ross (1976) and Brown (1977) equations and spectrum for sound generated by cavitation processes (Appendix A.5.2). When the blade diameter and tip speed of a thruster was unknown, we modelled the source level from a similar thruster, scaled according to the ratio of its maximum power.

2.2. Modelling Sound Propagation

Three sound propagation models (Appendix A.6) were used to predict the acoustic field around the airgun array for frequencies from 10 Hz to 25 kHz:

- Range-dependent parabolic equation model (Marine Operations Noise Model, MONM)
- Range-dependent ray tracing model (BELLHOP)
- Full Waveform Range-dependent Acoustic Model (FWRAM)

The models were used in combination to characterize the acoustic fields at short and long ranges in terms of SPL, PK, and SEL.

2.3. Estimating Ranges to Threshold Levels

Sound level contours were calculated based on the underwater sound fields predicted by the propagation models, sampled by taking the maximum value over all modelled depths above the seafloor for each location in the modelled region. The predicted distances to specific levels were computed from these contours. Two distances relative to the source are reported for each sound level: 1) \( R_{\text{max}} \), the maximum range to the given sound level over all azimuths, and 2) \( R_{95\%} \), the range to the given sound level after the 5% farthest points were excluded (see examples in Figure 3).

The \( R_{95\%} \) is used because sound field footprints are often irregular in shape. In some cases, a sound level contour might have small protrusions or anomalous isolated fringes. This is demonstrated in the image in Figure 3(a). In cases such as this, where relatively few points are excluded in any given direction, \( R_{\text{max}} \) can misrepresent the area of the region exposed to such effects, and \( R_{95\%} \) is considered more...
representative. In strongly asymmetric cases such as shown in Figure 3(b), on the other hand, \( R_{95\%} \) neglects to account for significant protrusions in the footprint. In such cases \( R_{\text{max}} \) might better represent the region of effect in specific directions. Cases such as this are usually associated with bathymetric features affecting propagation. The difference between \( R_{\text{max}} \) and \( R_{95\%} \) depends on the source directivity and the non-uniformity of the acoustic environment.

![Diagram demonstrating the difference between \( R_{\text{max}} \) and \( R_{95\%} \).](image)

**Figure 3.** Sample areas ensonified to an arbitrary sound level with \( R_{\text{max}} \) and \( R_{95\%} \) ranges shown for two different scenarios. (a) Largely symmetric sound level contour with small protrusions. (b) Strongly asymmetric sound level contour with long protrusions. Light blue indicates the ensonified areas bounded by \( R_{95\%} \); darker blue indicates the areas outside this boundary which determine \( R_{\text{max}} \).

### 2.4. Estimating SPL from Modelled SEL Results

The per-pulse SEL of sound pulses is an energy-like metric related to the dose of sound received over a pulse’s entire duration. The pulse SPL on the other hand, is related to its intensity over a specified time interval. Seismic pulses typically lengthen in duration as they propagate away from their source, due to seafloor and surface reflections, and other waveguide dispersion effects. The changes in pulse length, and therefore the time window considered, affect the numeric relationship between SPL and SEL. This study has applied a fixed window duration to calculate SPL \( (T_{\text{fix}} = 125 \text{ ms}) \) (Appendix A.1), as implemented in Martin et al. (2017). Full-waveform modelling was used to estimate SPL, but this type of modelling is computationally intensive, and can be prohibitively time consuming when run at high spatial resolution over large areas.

The SEL of a single-pulse is related to the SPL only by the pulse length; therefore, the SPL over a wide area can be calculated from the single-pulse SEL generated by MONM and BELLHOP. For the current study, Full Waveform Range-dependent Acoustic Model (FWRAM; Appendix A.6.3) is used to model synthetic pulses along 4 radials at each modelling site, up to a distance of 30 km. The synthetic pulses are analyzed to determine pulse length versus depth, distance, and azimuth from the source. The pulse lengths are averaged in 2 km bins along the radials, and extrapolated as constant at distances greater than 30 km. The results are used to derive a conversion function between single-pulse SEL and SPL (Figure 4). The range-dependent conversion function is applied to predicted per-pulse SEL results from MONM and BELLHOP to model SPL values in a 360° field.
2.5. Estimating SEL over a 24 h period

During a VSP survey, new sound energy is introduced into the environment with each pulse from the airgun array. While some impact criteria are based on per-pulse energy released, others, such as the SEL criteria used in this report (Section 1.2), consider the total acoustic energy marine fauna is subjected to over 24 hours. An accurate assessment of the cumulative acoustic field depends not only on the parameters of each impulse, but also on the number of impulses delivered over the accumulation period and the relative position of the impulses. For this study, the VSP airgun array was assumed stationary, delivering 2000 pulses over the accumulation period (24 h).

The same principle applies to non-impulsive sources: SEL criteria consider the total acoustic energy marine fauna is subjected to over 24 hours. Here, the assessment of the cumulative acoustic field depends on the number of seconds of operation over the accumulation period. The semi-submersible and the supply vessels were assumed stationary, and to be operating continuously over the entire 24 h.

These assumptions provide a conservative assessment of the distances to impact thresholds.

2.6. Ambient Levels

The Canadian Atlantic seaboard is home to a wealth of marine life and the site of diverse human activities, including oil and gas activities, fishing, and shipping. To varying degrees, these anthropogenic activities all contribute to the soundscape of the surrounding waters. To summarize the soundscapes during the Project, we present the distribution of one-minute SPL from a data collection program conducted by JASCO in 2016–2017 (Section 3.4). We present an analysis of these JASCO recordings, focusing on the biological (marine mammal) and anthropogenic (seismic surveys, and oil and gas production activities) component of the soundscapes. The ambient, or background, sound levels that create the ocean soundscape are comprised of many natural and anthropogenic sources (Figure 5). Table 3 provides a classification of known biologic, man-made, natural and geologic, and measurement-noise mechanisms, as well as the frequency bands associated with their contributions to the soundscape. The main environmental (natural and geologic) sources of sound are wind, precipitation, and sea ice. Wind-generated noise in the ocean is well-described (e.g., Wenz 1962, Ross 1976), and surf noise is known to be an important contributor to near-shore soundscapes (Deane 2000). Precipitation is a frequent noise source, with contributions typically concentrated at frequencies above 500 Hz. At low frequencies (<100 Hz), earthquakes and other geological events contribute to the soundscape.
Anthropogenic sources in the region are primarily at low frequencies (<225 Hz) and include seismic activity and shipping noise.

![Wenz curves](image.png)

Figure 5. Wenz curves (NRC 2003), describing pressure spectral density levels of marine ambient noise from weather, wind, geologic activity, and commercial shipping, adapted from Wenz (1962).

Table 3. Typical sound generating mechanisms and their associated frequency bands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Band name and frequency range</th>
<th>Sound source type</th>
<th>Natural and geologic</th>
<th>Measurement system noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very low frequency: 10–45 Hz</td>
<td>Fin and blue whales</td>
<td></td>
<td>Flow noise, strum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low frequency: 45–225 Hz</td>
<td>Fish, baleen whales, pinnipeds</td>
<td>Seismic pulses, large vessels</td>
<td>Flow noise, strum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid frequency: 225–2250 Hz</td>
<td>Baleen whales, fish, pinnipeds</td>
<td>Smaller vessels, large vessels at close range, DP</td>
<td>Wind and wave action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High frequency: 2250–18000 Hz</td>
<td>Whistles, sperm whale clicks, baleen songs, shrimp</td>
<td>Naval sonar, cavitation bubbles, chains</td>
<td>Sediment movement, rain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very high frequency: &gt;18000 Hz</td>
<td>Echolocation clicks</td>
<td>Communicating and positioning devices, naval sonar</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*“-” symbol means that the corresponding sound source does not have significant energy within the band.*
3. Model Parameters

3.1. Acoustic Source Parameters

3.1.1. VSP Airgun Array

The Schlumberger Dual Magnum 2400 in³ airgun, previously used by BP for a similar survey (Zykov 2016), was modelled as a surrogate seismic source for the VSP source. The Schlumberger airgun array consists of four triangular clusters with in-line separations of 2 m. Two clusters are assembled from three 250 in³ source elements with 0.9 m separation between each element. The two other clusters have three 150 in³ source elements with 0.6 m separation between each element. The airguns are activated simultaneously at 2000 psi air pressure. The airgun array was modelled at a tow depth of 4.5 m (the centre of the clusters). Figure 6 presents the airgun distribution in the horizontal (x-y) plane. Table 4 lists the layout of the VSP airgun array.

![Airgun Array Diagram](image)

Figure 6. Layout of the 2400 in³ airgun array, composed of 12 airguns. Relative symbol sizes and black numbers indicate airgun firing volume in cubic inches. The blue numbers indicate the depth of the source element relative to the sea surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gun</th>
<th>x (m)</th>
<th>y (m)</th>
<th>z (m)</th>
<th>Volume (in³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.2. Drilling Platform

The surrogate drilling platform used in this study is a semi-submersible platform equipped with dynamic positioning system. The primary noise source for the vessel is the thrusters. The surrogate semi-submersible platform is the West Aquarius (Figure 7), which is equipped with eight UUC 355 thrusters, located at the corners of the platform in pairs. The estimated source levels from individual thrusters are based on the nominal top rotation speed (revolution per minute (rpm)). The depth of the sound source (i.e., the depth of the thrusters) was set to 23 m, the maximum depth of the platform. Although the speed and vertical position of the thrusters will vary based on the environmental conditions and the platform load, it is expected that the difference would not substantially impact on the size of acoustic footprint. All parameters were chosen to produce a conservative estimate of the distances to impact thresholds. Table 5 presents the characteristics of the thrusters.

![Figure 7. West Aquarius. Photo from Seadrill](http://www.seadrill.com/our-fleet.aspx).

The surrogate supply vessel modelled alongside the semi-submersible is the Avalon Sea (Figure 8). This vessel is expected to use dynamic positioning to maintain station alongside the semi-submersible. In dynamic positioning mode, two bow thrusters and two stern thrusters are used (Table 5). Since little information on the type, size, and speed of these thrusters is available, source levels for similar thrusters (Zykov 2016) were scaled according to the difference in maximum power. Similarly to the semi-submersible, variation in environmental condition and load could change the thrusters’ vertical position and rpm. However, the estimated source levels are considered conservative since levels are scaled to the maximum power.

### Table 5. Characteristics of the semi-submersible and supply vessel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound source</th>
<th>Propeller diameter (m)</th>
<th>Nominal propeller speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Max. power (kW)</th>
<th>Number of thrusters</th>
<th>Thruster model</th>
<th>Number of blades</th>
<th>Acoustic source depth (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-submersible (West Aquarius)</td>
<td>All thrusters</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>UUC355</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply vessel (Avalon Sea)</td>
<td>Azimuth (bow) thruster</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unknown (azimuthal)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bow thruster</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unknown (tunnel)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stern thrusters</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Unknown (tunnel)</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2. Environmental Parameters

#### 3.2.1. Bathymetry

Water depths throughout the modelled area (>100 km around Site A and Site B) were extracted from the SRTM15+ global bathymetry grid, a 15 arc-second grid (~300 × 500 m at the studied latitude) rendered for the entire globe (Rodríguez et al. 2005). The water depth in the Flemish Pass area varies from 200–300 m in the southwest section (toward the Jeanne D’Arc Basin) to >3000 m northeast of the Flemish Cap (Figure 1). The water depths in the Jeanne D’Arc Basin area range from <80 m on the Grand Banks to more than 2000 m southeast of the Flemish Cap.

#### 3.2.2. Geoacoustic Profiles

The geoacoustic properties of surficial layers depend on the sediment type. As the porosity decreases, the compressional sound speed, sediment bulk density, and compressional attenuation increase. For both modelled sites, MONM assumes a single geoacoustic profile of the seafloor for the entire modelled area. The acoustic properties required by MONM are:

- Sediment bulk density,
- Compressional-wave (or P-wave) speed, P-wave attenuation in decibels per wavelength,
- Shear-wave (or S-wave) speed, and
- S-wave attenuation, also in decibels per wavelength.

These geoacoustic parameters for the sediment layer were estimated using a sediment grain-shearing model (Buckingham 2005), which computes the acoustic properties of the sediments from porosity and grain-size measurements. The input parameters required by the geoacoustic model are the bottom type (grain size) and sediment porosity, inferred from the geological description of the modelling region. The geoacoustic profile (Table 6) was based on data obtained by the Ocean Drilling Program (ODP) at site 905, leg 150 (Shipboard Scientific Party 1994). The ODP well was located at a 2,700 m water depth. The reported porosity for the surficial sediments is 60% and does not change with depth, maintaining the same value of 60% down to 600 metres below the seafloor (mbsf).
On the Grand Banks continental shelf, through the Flemish Pass, and in the southern Orphan Basin, the shallow sedimentary layers consist of thick grey muds (silt mixed with 10–30% sand and 20–40% clay) with varying amounts of debris and sand bed horizons (Huppertz 2007). The shallow depths (~1100 m) and narrow banks of the Flemish Pass trap sediment deposits from the continental shelf.

Two generic geoacoustic profiles were constructed for the region, based on water depth. A thick layer of silt/mud was assumed for both profiles. The average grain size of the silt was assumed to decrease with increasing water depth. Representative grain sizes and porosity were used in the grain-shearing model proposed by Buckingham (2005) to estimate the geoacoustic parameters that would be required by sound propagation models. Tables 6 and 7 list the geoacoustic parameters derived for numeric modelling.

Table 6. Deep water (Site A, 1137 m): Geoacoustic parameters derived for Eastern Newfoundland Exploration Drilling Project Area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth below seafloor (m)</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>P-wave speed (m/s)</th>
<th>P-wave attenuation (dB/λ)</th>
<th>S-wave speed (m/s)</th>
<th>S-wave attenuation (dB/λ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>1.5–1.7</td>
<td>1525–1585</td>
<td>0.25–0.40</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–50</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>1.7–2.0</td>
<td>1585–1775</td>
<td>0.40–0.75</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–500</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>2.0–2.1</td>
<td>1775–2100</td>
<td>0.75–1.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;500</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Shallow water (Site B, 387 m): Geoacoustic parameters derived for Eastern Newfoundland Exploration Drilling Project Area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depth below seafloor (m)</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Density (g/cm³)</th>
<th>P-wave speed (m/s)</th>
<th>P-wave attenuation (dB/λ)</th>
<th>S-wave speed (m/s)</th>
<th>S-wave attenuation (dB/λ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0–5</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>1.5–1.7</td>
<td>1560–1650</td>
<td>0.40–0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–50</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>1.7–2.0</td>
<td>1650–1910</td>
<td>0.65–1.15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–500</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>2.0–2.1</td>
<td>1910–2435</td>
<td>1.15–2.00</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;500</td>
<td>Silt mixed with sand and clay</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2435</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.3. Sound Speed Profiles

The sound speed profiles for the modelled sites were derived from temperature and salinity profiles from the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office’s Generalized Digital Environmental Model V 3.0 (GDEM; Teague et al. 1990, Carnes 2009). GDEM provides an ocean climatology of temperature and salinity for the world’s oceans on a latitude-longitude grid with 0.25° resolution, with a temporal resolution of one month, based on global historical observations from the U.S. Navy’s Master Oceanographic Observational Data Set (MOODS). The climatology profiles include 78 fixed depth points to a maximum depth of 6800 m (where the ocean is that deep). The GDEM temperature-salinity profiles were converted to sound speed profiles according to Coppens (1981).

Mean monthly sound speed profiles were derived from the GDEM profiles for the probable operational months (January to December; Figure 9). Profiles for January to May are least least downward refracting. Sound is therefore expected to propagated to longer distances during this period. From December to April, VSP operations would be difficult because of the heavy weather and sea state conditions in the area. There are usually fewer antropogenic activities during these months. May was selected for modelling since this profile is the least downward refracting during the months that are traditionally most operationally active (May to October). Thus, using the sound speed profile for May will result in conservative but realistic distances to the assessed sound thresholds compared to the yearly averaged.

Figure 9. Mean monthly sound speed profiles at Site A for the full water column (left) and top 275 m depth (right), derived from data obtained from GDEM V 3.0 (Teague et al. 1990, Carnes 2009). Profiles at Site B are similar.
3.3. Sound Propagation

The per-pulse SEL sound field from a single VSP airgun array pulse was modelled for 1/3-octave-bands from 10 Hz to 25 kHz using MONM (10 Hz to 1 kHz) and BELLHOP (1.25 to 25 kHz). Each frequency band was modelled from the source along 72 radial planes (horizontal angular resolution $\Delta \theta = 5^\circ$) with a 20 m horizontal step size, up to a maximum distance of 100 km. To obtain the vertical distribution of the acoustic field, at each surface grid point the sound field was sampled at 28 depths from 2 to 2000 m, with increasing depth steps (from 5 to 250 m). The per-pulse SEL were then summed across frequencies and gridded to a cartesian coordinate system with a regular grid spacing of 20 m. SPL sounds fields were calculated from the SEL fields using a range-dependent broadband conversion factor (Section 2.4).

PK for the VSP airgun array were modelled using FWRAM at frequencies of 10–2048 Hz, along 4 radials with a 20 m horizontal step size, to a maximum distance of 30 km.

3.4. Ambient Levels

In July 2016, JASCO deployed 20 acoustic recorders along Canada’s east coast for the second year of a two-year baseline monitoring program sponsored by the Environmental Sciences Research Fund (ESRF). The recorders were retrieved in July 2017. Data from two of these recorders are discussed here, as they provide the best available information on the existing sound levels in the Project Area (Figure 1). ESRF Station 18 was in shallow water at a depth of 214 m, 140 km east of Site A and 28 km from the Hibernia platform in the existing Jeanne D’Arc Basin development area. ESRF Station 19 was in deep water (>1500 m) in the Flemish Pass, ~100 km north of Site A. The locations of both stations are provided in Table 8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ESRF station</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Depth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>46° 54.708</td>
<td>048° 30.069</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>48° 22.812</td>
<td>046° 31.526</td>
<td>1547</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Results

4.1. Source Levels and Directivity

4.1.1. VSP Airgun Array

The horizontal overpressure signatures and corresponding power spectrum levels for the 2400 in³ array were computed at frequencies up to 25 kHz. They are shown in Figure 10 for the broadside (perpendicular to the tow direction), and endfire (parallel to the tow direction), up to 2.5 kHz. The signatures consist of a strong primary peak related to the initial firing of the airgun, followed by a series of pulses associated with bubble oscillations. Most energy is produced at frequencies below 500 Hz. The spectrum contains peaks and nulls resulting from interference among airguns in the array, where the frequencies at which they occur depend on the volumes of the airguns and their locations within the array.

Horizontal PK and SEL also show the source level difference between the broadside and endfire directions. For this array, PK and SEL in the broadside direction were estimated to be 248.2 dB re 1 µPa and 224.7 dB re 1 µPa²·s, respectively, and in the endfire direction they were estimated to be slightly lower at 245.6 dB re 1 µPa and 224.1 dB re 1 µPa²·s, respectively (Table 9).

Figure 11 shows the horizontal 1/3-octave-band directivities for the array. In these plots, the arrow indicates the tow direction of the array and the solid black curves indicate source levels in dB re 1 µPa²·s, as a function of angle in the horizontal plane, referenced to a fixed radial decibel level scale (dashed circles).

The general trend for the spectral levels is to decrease with increasing frequency. The source directivity becomes significant above 150 Hz, while most of the array energy is contained in frequencies up to 500 Hz, implying that a significant amount of energy does not equally propagate in all directions.

Figure 10. Predicted a) overpressure signature and b) power spectrum in the broadside and endfire (horizontal) directions for the 2400 in³ array. Surface ghosts (effects of the pulse reflection at the water surface) are not included in these signatures as they are accounted for by the propagation models.
Table 9. Horizontal source level specifications (0.01–25 kHz) for the 2400 in³ airgun array at a 4.5 m tow depth, computed with Airgun Array Source Model (AASM) in the broadside and endfire directions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Zero-to-peak SPL (dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m)</th>
<th>SEL (dB re 1 µPa²·s @ 1 m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.01–25 kHz</td>
<td>0.01–0.5 kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadside</td>
<td>248.2</td>
<td>224.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endfire</td>
<td>245.6</td>
<td>224.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11. Directionality of predicted horizontal source levels (SL, dB re 1 µPa² s⁻¹) in 1/3-octave-bands for the modelled 2400 in³ airgun array, at 4.5 m tow depth. The 1/3-octave-band centre frequencies are indicated above each plot.
4.1.2. Drilling Platform

The source levels and the sound spectrum from thrusters on the surrogate semi-submersible and supply vessel were estimated based on the thruster specifications (diameter, rpm, or maximum power), according to the method described in Section 3.1.2 and Appendix A.5.2. The method assumes that under heavy operation conditions, the sound from cavitation dominates over sound from other components (machinery, drilling equipment, hull vibration). The relative spectrum of the sound is identical for all thrusters, as the method only accounts for the change of the broadband source level. The thrusters are considered as omni-directional sources (i.e., the source levels do not depend on the horizontal azimuth). Directionality on the sound field around the drilling platform is due to the relative position of each thruster. Table 10 provides the estimated broadband levels of the individual modelled thrusters, and Figure 12 shows their sound spectra.

Table 10. Estimated broadband levels for individual thrusters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound source</th>
<th>Broadband source level (dB re 1 μPa @ 1 m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Semi-submersible (West Aquarius)</td>
<td>All thrusters 187.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply vessel (Avalon Sea)</td>
<td>Azimuth (bow) thruster 180.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bow thruster 180.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stern thrusters 180.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Estimated sound spectra from cavitating propellers of individual thrusters.
4.2. Acoustic Fields

This section presents modelled sound fields as root-mean-square (rms) sound pressure levels (SPL), peak pressure levels (PK), and sound exposure levels (SEL\textsubscript{24h}) in two formats: as tables of distances to sound levels and, where the distances are long enough, and as contour maps showing the directivity and range to various sound levels.

Distances to thresholds are reported as \( R_{\text{max}} \) and \( R_{95\%} \) (Section 2.3). The underwater sound field predicted by the propagation models was sampled such that the received sound level at each point in the horizontal plane was taken to be the maximum value over all modelled depths for that point. Tables 11 and 12 summarize the distances marine mammal thresholds at the two modelling sites.

Table 11. Site A: Distances (km) to behavioural and injury thresholds based on NMFS (2013) and (2016). SEL\textsubscript{24h} results were calculated from M-weighted sound fields using the appropriate frequency filter for each hearing group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing group</th>
<th>Behavioural</th>
<th>Injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPL threshold (dB re 1 ( \mu )Pa)</td>
<td>( R_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP airgun array</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>6.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling platform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>47.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>47.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>47.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>47.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>47.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * symbol means the level was not reached.

Table 12. Site B: Distances (km) to behavioural and injury thresholds based on NMFS (2013) and (2016). SEL\textsubscript{24h} results were calculated from M-weighted sound fields using the appropriate frequency filter for each hearing group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing group</th>
<th>Behavioural</th>
<th>Injury</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SPL threshold (dB re 1 ( \mu )Pa)</td>
<td>( R_{\text{max}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSP airgun array</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>7.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drilling platform</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>56.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* * symbol means the level was not reached.
4.2.1. Sound Pressure Levels (SPL)

Table 13 presents the distances to the sound levels thresholds from 200 to 120 dB re 1 µPa (SPL) in 10 dB steps and to NMFS criteria thresholds (values in bold) for the VSP airgun array and the drilling platform, at the two modelling sites. Figures 13–16 present the associated sound fields as maximum-over-depth contour maps, showing the directivity and range to sound levels in 10 dB steps.

Table 13. Maximum ($R_{\text{max}}$) and 95% ($R_{95\%}$) horizontal distances (km) from the VSP airgun array and the centre of the drilling platform to modelled maximum-over-depth root-mean-square sound pressure level thresholds (SPL; dB re 1 µPa). Values in bold indicate NMFS criteria thresholds for marine mammals (160 dB re 1 µPa for impulsive sources and 120 dB re 1 µPa for non-impulsive sources).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPL (dB re 1 µPa)</th>
<th>VPS airgun array</th>
<th>Drilling platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site A</td>
<td>Site B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{max}}$</td>
<td>$R_{95%}$</td>
<td>$R_{\text{max}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>6.35</td>
<td>5.264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>20.69</td>
<td>18.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>57.76</td>
<td>43.426</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130</td>
<td>$&gt;100.0$</td>
<td>$&gt;100.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"-" symbol means the level was not reached.
Figure 13. Site A, VSP airgun array: Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth SPL field. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.
Figure 14. Site B, VSP airgun array: Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth SPL field. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.
Figure 15. Site A, Drilling platform: Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth SPL field. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.
Figure 16. Site B, Drilling platform: Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth SPL field. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.
4.2.2. Sound Exposure Levels (SEL)

Table 14 presents the distances to the M-weighted SEL\textsubscript{24h} thresholds based on the injury criteria thresholds (listed in Table 2) for the VSP airgun array and the drilling platform, at the two modelling sites. Figures 17–20 present the associated sound fields as maximum-over-depth contour maps, showing the directivity and range to relevant M-weighted SEL\textsubscript{24h} isopleths.

Table 14. Maximum ($R_{\text{max}}$) and 95% ($R_{0.05}$) horizontal distances (km) from the VSP airgun array and the centre of the drilling platform to modelled maximum-over-depth M-weighted 24 h sound exposure level thresholds (SEL\textsubscript{24h}; dB re 1 $\mu$Pa$^2$·s).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing group</th>
<th>VPS airgun array</th>
<th>Drilling platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Threshold (dB re 1 $\mu$Pa$^2$·s)</td>
<td>Site A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>4.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"-" symbol means the level was not reached.
Figure 17. *Site A, VSP airgun array*: Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth M-weighted SEL$_{24h}$ isopleths. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.
Figure 18. *Site B, VSP airgun array: Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth M-weighted SEL$_{24h}$ isopleths. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.*
Figure 19. Site A, Drilling platform: Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth M-weighted SEL_{24h} isopleths. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.
Figure 20. *Site B, Drilling platform:* Broadband (10–25,000 Hz) maximum-over-depth M-weighted SEL<sub>24h</sub> isopleths. Blue contours indicate water depth in metres.
4.3. Ambient Levels

Ambient noise levels at the two JASCO recording stations (Figure 1; Section 3.4) were examined to document the local baseline underwater sound conditions. Monthly distributions provide an overview of the range of sound levels and how they change by season. To describe the general characteristics of the soundscape, ambient noise levels for four months throughout the year are presented as:

- Broadband and approximate-decade-band SPL over time for these frequency bands: 10 Hz to 4 kHz, 10–100 Hz, 100 Hz to 1 kHz, and 1–4 kHz. The associated graphs (Section 4.3.1) provide an overview of the time and frequency variations in the soundscape.

- Spectrograms: Ambient noise at each station was analyzed by Hamming-windowed fast Fourier transforms (FFTs), with 1 Hz resolution and 50% window overlap. The 120 FFTs performed with these settings are averaged to yield 1 min average spectra. These plots are presented with the SPL band plots (Section 4.3.1) and provide more detailed temporal and spectral distribution information that helps in identifying the various noise contributors (e.g., marine mammals, and natural and geologic sources).

- Box-and-whisker plots\(^1\) of the statistical distribution of SPL in each 1/3-octave frequency band. The boxes of the statistical distributions indicate the first (\(L_{25}\)), second (\(L_{50}\)), and third (\(L_{75}\)) quartiles. The whiskers (vertical lines) indicate the maximum and minimum range of the data. The solid line indicates the mean SPL, or \(L_{\text{mean}}\), in each 1/3-octave frequency band. These plots are presented with the spectral density level percentile plots (Section 4.3.2).

- Spectral density level percentiles: Histograms of each frequency bin per 1 min of data. The \(L_{25}, L_5, L_{25}, L_{50}, L_{75}\), and \(L_{75}\) percentiles are plotted. The \(L_5\) percentile curve is the frequency-dependent level exceeded by 5% of the 1 min averages. Equivalently, 95% of the 1 min spectral levels are above the 95th percentile curve. These curves (Section 4.3.2), together with the statistical distribution plots, provide information about the distribution of sound levels in each frequency band over a full month.

- Daily sound exposure levels (SEL): Computed for the total received sound energy and the detected shipping energy. The SEL is the linear sum of the 1 min SEL. For shipping, the 1 min SEL values are the linear 1 min squared SPL values multiplied by the duration, 60 s. For seismic survey pulses, the 1 min SEL is the linear sum of the per-pulse SEL. Although not frequency-filtered, these daily levels use the same sound metric as the injury criteria assessed in this report.

4.3.1. Ambient Sound Pressure Level versus Time

Long-term spectral averages along with median band-level time series figures (Figures 21–25) provide an overview of the time and frequency variations in the soundscape. Figure 21 presents the long-term spectrogram for the entire ESRF deployment running from July 2016 to July 2017. Station 18 noise levels remained fairly constant throughout the year, with the exception of an increase in noise levels in the 100–1000 Hz and 1–4 kHz bands in winter. This increase is attributed to wind-driven bubble and spray noise. The soundscape at Station 19 was strongly affected by seismic surveys in summer and fall, but mooring strum noise kept broadband noise levels high throughout the year. To represent the yearly temporal variations, Figures 22–26 show the SPL over February (2017), May (2017), August (2016), and November (2016). In February and May, the soundscape was influenced by vessel noise, particularly at Station 18, and flow noise around 25 Hz at Station 19. In August, the soundscape was dominated by seismic activity, but vessels continued to be important noise contributors at Station 18. Fin whale songs in the band of 18–25 Hz were detectable beginning in August, and were a dominant sound source from October through March at both stations.

---

\(^1\) Box-and-whisker plots show groups of numerical data according to their quartiles. Vertical lines, or “whiskers”, extending vertically from the boxes indicate variability outside the upper and lower quartiles.
Figure 21. July 2016 to July 2017: Summary of acoustic data recorded at Station 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station, the top figure is the median hourly in-band SPL and bottom is the long-term spectral average of the measured sound.

Figure 22. February: Summary of acoustic data recorded at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure is the median hourly in-band SPL and bottom is the long-term spectral average of the measured sound.
Figure 23. May: Summary of acoustic data recorded at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure is the median hourly in-band SPL and bottom is the long-term spectral average of the measured sound.

Figure 24. August: Summary of acoustic data recorded at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure is the median hourly in-band SPL and bottom is the long-term spectral average of the measured sound.

Figure 25. November: Summary of acoustic data recorded at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure is the median hourly in-band SPL and bottom is the long-term spectral average of the measured sound.
4.3.2. Spectral Levels and 1/3-Octave Band Levels

Power spectral density and 1/3-octave-band distribution plots (Figures 26–29) can be directly compared to the Wenz plots (Figure 5) and provide more detailed spectral distribution information than the long-term spectral averages and box-and-whisker plots. The contribution of fin whale song notes at 20 and 130 Hz can be seen starting in August, peaking in November, and continuing until March. At Station 19, sound levels at 20–25 Hz were strongly influenced by flow noise, particularly in February and May. Seismic activity and shipping noise near Station 19 contributed to sound levels across a broad range of frequencies, raising the power spectrum levels by nearly 20 dB below 300 Hz. Note that the power spectral density levels were consistent across the band between months at Station 18, reflecting the steady activity and vessel traffic near the Hibernia platform.

Figure 26. February: Summary of spectral content at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure shows a box-and-whisker plot for the 1/3-octave-band SPL, and bottom shows the power spectral density percentiles and probability density (grayscale) of 1-min PSD levels compared to the limits of prevailing noise (Wenz 1962).

Figure 27. May: Summary of spectral content at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure shows a box-and-whisker plot for the 1/3-octave-band SPL, and bottom shows the power spectral density percentiles and probability density (grayscale) of 1-min PSD levels compared to the limits of prevailing noise (Wenz 1962).
Figure 28. *August*: Summary of spectral content at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure shows a box-and-whisker plot for the 1/3-octave-band SPL, and bottom shows the power spectral density percentiles and probability density (grayscale) of 1-min PSD levels compared to the limits of prevailing noise (Wenz 1962). The signatures of fin whales are annotated.

Figure 29. *November*: Summary of spectral content at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right). For each station the top figure shows a box-and-whisker plot for the 1/3-octave-band SPL, and bottom shows the power spectral density percentiles and probability density (grayscale) of 1-min PSD levels compared to the limits of prevailing noise (Wenz 1962). The signatures of fin whales are annotated.

4.3.3. Daily Sound Exposure from Anthropogenic Sources

The daily SEL (Figures 30–33) integrates the total sound energy over 24 hours at a receiver location. SEL is one of the metrics used to define the thresholds for the onset of temporary and permanent threshold shifts (NMFS 2016). The presented ambient daily SEL are not, however, frequency-weighted and should not be directly compared to the thresholds in Table 2. Vessel activity was a primary noise contributor throughout the year, particularly at Station 18. Noise associated with seismic activity was not detected at either station in February. Among the four analyzed months, noise from seismic activities was only present at Station 19 in August, when it was the main contributor to the daily SEL. The contribution of anthropogenic sources decreased in November at Station 19, with peaks in daily SEL associated with current-induced mooring flow noise. Daily SEL were very consistent across months at Station 18, once again reflecting the steady ongoing activity at Hibernia. In contrast, SEL were lowest during winter at Station 19, when noise from shipping and seismic activity were at a minimum.
Figure 30. *February*: Total, vessel, and seismic-associated daily SEL and equivalent continuous noise levels ($L_{\text{mean}}$) at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right).

Figure 31. *May*: Total, vessel, and seismic-associated daily SEL and equivalent continuous noise levels ($L_{\text{mean}}$) at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right).

Figure 32. *August*: Total, vessel, and seismic-associated daily SEL and equivalent continuous noise levels ($L_{\text{mean}}$) at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right).

Figure 33. *November*: Total, vessel, and seismic-associated daily SEL and equivalent continuous noise levels ($L_{\text{mean}}$) at Stations 18 (left) and 19 (right).
5. Discussion

JASCO conducted a modelling study to estimate distances to underwater sound level thresholds associated with injury and behavioural to marine life during the Nexen Energy ULC Flemish Pass Exploration Drilling Project (2018–2028). Two scenarios were modelled: operation of a VSP airgun array and operation of a drilling platform. The assumption used throughout the modelling study (including the volume of the VSP airgun array, the number of VSP airgun array pulses in 24 h, and the choice of surrogates for the drilling platform) provide conservative estimates of the distances to marine mammal impact thresholds for the various activities that will occur during the Project.

Results show that distances to the various thresholds are generally longer at Site B (shallow site) than at Site A (deep site). Considering the injury criteria, the longest distances from VSP airgun array were for the low-frequency cetaceans (4.98 km at Site A and 9.66 km at Site B). From the drilling platform, the longest distances were for high-frequency cetaceans (1.88 km at Site A and 3.29 km at Site B). This difference in results is due to the difference in spectral levels between the two types of sources, as well as the difference in thresholds associated with the two types of sources (impulsive (VSP airgun array) versus non-impulsive (drilling platform)). Distances to all other injury thresholds were no longer than 380 m from the VSP airgun array and 228 m from the centre of the semi-submersible platform. Distances to behavioural threshold were 6.3–7.9 km for the VSP airgun array and 47.6–56.8 km for the drilling platforms.

Results were produced for May. Although distances to behavioural thresholds may be slightly longer for activities occurring from January to April, few activities are likely occur during this period because of heavy weather in the region. This reduction in antropogenic activity can be seen in the ambient levels recorded at the two JASCO stations (Section 4.3). Distance to injury criteria are much shorter and would not significantly vary throughout the year. Thus, the presented results are estimated to represent a conservative, yet a realistic assessment of the sound field throughout the operational period (2018–2028).

In February and May, the soundscape is influenced by vessel noise, particularly in regions closer to Newfoundland. In August, the soundscape is dominated by seismic activity and vessels. A previous JASCO study detected fin whale songs in August, and these songs were a dominant sound source from October through March, peaking in November.
Glossary

1/3-octave-band
Non-overlapping passbands that are one-third of an octave wide (where an octave is a doubling of frequency). Three adjacent 1/3-octave-bands comprise one octave. One-third-octave-bands become wider with increasing frequency. Also see octave.

A-weighting
Frequency-selective weighting for human hearing in air that is derived from the inverse of the idealized 40-phon equal loudness hearing function across frequencies.

absorption
The reduction of acoustic pressure amplitude due to acoustic particle motion energy converting to heat in the propagation medium.

ambient noise
All-encompassing sound at a given place, usually a composite of sound from many sources near and far (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004), e.g., shipping vessels, seismic activity, precipitation, sea ice movement, wave action, and biological activity.

attenuation
The gradual loss of acoustic energy from absorption and scattering as sound propagates through a medium.

azimuth
A horizontal angle relative to a reference direction, which is often magnetic north or the direction of travel. In navigation it is also called bearing.

background noise
Total of all sources of interference in a system used for the production, detection, measurement, or recording of a signal, independent of the presence of the signal (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004). Ambient noise detected, measured, or recorded with a signal is part of the background noise.

bandwidth
The range of frequencies over which a sound occurs. Broadband refers to a source that produces sound over a broad range of frequencies (e.g., seismic airguns, vessels) whereas narrowband sources produce sounds over a narrow frequency range (e.g., sonar) (ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 R2010).

bar
Unit of pressure equal to 100 kPa, which is approximately equal to the atmospheric pressure on Earth at sea level. 1 bar is equal to $10^6 \text{ Pa}$ or $10^{11} \mu\text{Pa}$.

broadband sound level
The total sound pressure level measured over a specified frequency range. If the frequency range is unspecified, it refers to the entire measured frequency range.

broadside direction
Perpendicular to the travel direction of a source. Compare with endfire direction.

cavitation
A rapid formation and collapse of vapor cavities (i.e., bubbles or voids) in water, most often caused by a rapid change in pressure. Fast-spinning vessel propellers typically cause cavitation, which creates a lot of noise.
cetacean
Any animal in the order Cetacea. These are aquatic, mostly marine mammals and include whales, dolphins, and porpoises.

compressional wave
A mechanical vibration wave in which the direction of particle motion is parallel to the direction of propagation. Also called primary wave or P-wave.

continuous sound
A sound whose sound pressure level remains above ambient sound during the observation period (ANSI/ASA S1.13-2005 R2010). A sound that gradually varies in intensity with time, for example, sound from a marine vessel.

decibel (dB)
One-tenth of a bel. Unit of level when the base of the logarithm is the tenth root of ten, and the quantities concerned are proportional to power (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004).

endfire direction
Parallel to the travel direction of a source. See also broadside direction.

ensonified
Exposed to sound.

equal-loudness contour
A curve or curves that show, as a function of frequency, the sound pressure level required to cause a given loudness for a listener having normal hearing, listening to a specified kind of sound in a specified manner (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004).

far-field
The zone where, to an observer, sound originating from an array of sources (or a spatially-distributed source) appears to radiate from a single point. The distance to the acoustic far-field increases with frequency.

fast Fourier transform (FFT)
A computationally efficiently algorithm for computing the discrete Fourier transform.

frequency
The rate of oscillation of a periodic function measured in cycles-per-unit-time. The reciprocal of the period. Unit: hertz (Hz). Symbol: f. 1 Hz is equal to 1 cycle per second.

hearing group
Groups of marine mammal species with similar hearing ranges. Commonly defined functional hearing groups include low-, mid-, and high-frequency cetaceans, pinnipeds in water, and pinnipeds in air.

geoacoustic
Relating to the acoustic properties of the seabed.

hearing threshold
The sound pressure level for any frequency of the hearing group that is barely audible for a given individual in the absence of significant background noise during a specific percentage of experimental trials.

hertz (Hz)
A unit of frequency defined as one cycle per second.
high-frequency cetacean (HFC)
The functional cetacean hearing group that represents those odontocetes (toothed whales) specialized for hearing high frequencies.

intermittent sound
A level of sound that abruptly drops to the background noise level several times during the observation period.

impulsive sound
Sound that is typically brief and intermittent with rapid (within a few seconds) rise time and decay back to ambient levels (NOAA 2013, ANSI S12.7-1986 R2006). For example, seismic airguns and impact pile driving.

low-frequency cetacean (LFC)
The functional cetacean hearing group that represents mysticetes (baleen whales) specialized for hearing low frequencies.

median
The 50th percentile of a statistical distribution.

mid-frequency cetacean (MFC)
The functional cetacean hearing group that represents those odontocetes (toothed whales) specialized for mid-frequency hearing.

M-weighting
The process of band-pass filtering loud sounds to reduce the importance of inaudible or less-audible frequencies for broad classes of marine mammals. “Generalized frequency weightings for various functional hearing groups of marine mammals, allowing for their functional bandwidths and appropriate in characterizing auditory effects of strong sounds” (Southall et al. 2007).

mysticete
Mysticeti, a suborder of cetaceans, use their baleen plates, rather than teeth, to filter food from water. They are not known to echolocate, but use sound for communication. Members of this group include rorquals (Balaenopteridae), right whales (Balaenidae), and gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus).

non-impulsive sound
Sound that is broadband, narrowband or tonal, brief or prolonged, continuous or intermittent, and typically does not have a high peak pressure with rapid rise time (typically only small fluctuations in decibel level) that impulsive signals have (ANSI/ASA S3.20-1995 R2008). For example, marine vessels, aircraft, machinery, construction, and vibratory pile driving (NIOSH 1998, NOAA 2015).

octave
The interval between a sound and another sound with double or half the frequency. For example, one octave above 200 Hz is 400 Hz, and one octave below 200 Hz is 100 Hz.

otariid
A common term used to describe members of the Otariidae, eared seals, commonly called sea lions and fur seals. Otariids are adapted to a semi-aquatic life; they use their large fore flippers for propulsion. Their ears distinguish them from phocids. Otariids are one of the three main groups in the superfamily Pinnipedia; the other two groups are phocids and walrus.

otariid pinnipeds in water (OPW)
The functional pinniped hearing group that represents eared seals.
parabolic equation method
A computationally-efficient solution to the acoustic wave equation that is used to model transmission loss. The parabolic equation approximation omits effects of back-scattered sound, simplifying the computation of transmission loss. The effect of back-scattered sound is negligible for most ocean-acoustic propagation problems.

peak pressure level (PK)
The maximum instantaneous sound pressure level, in a stated frequency band, within a stated period. Also called zero-to-peak pressure level. Unit: decibel (dB).

peak-to-peak pressure level (PK-PK)
The difference between the maximum and minimum instantaneous pressure levels. Unit: decibel (dB).

percentile level, exceedance
The sound level exceeded n% of the time during a measurement.

permanent threshold shift (PTS)
A permanent loss of hearing sensitivity caused by excessive noise exposure. PTS is considered auditory injury.

phocid
A common term used to describe all members of the family Phocidae. These true/earless seals are more adapted to in-water life than are otariids, which have more terrestrial adaptations. Phocids use their hind flippers to propel themselves. Phocids are one of the three main groups in the superfamily Pinnipedia; the other two groups are otariids and walrus.

phocid pinnipeds in water (PPW)
The functional pinniped hearing group that represents true/earless seals.

pinniped
A common term used to describe all three groups that form the superfamily Pinnipedia: phocids (true seals or earless seals), otariids (eared seals or fur seals and sea lions), and walrus.

point source
A source that radiates sound as if from a single point (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004).

power spectrum density
The acoustic signal power per unit frequency as measured at a single frequency. Unit: μPa²/Hz, or μPa²·s.

power spectral density level
The decibel level (10log₁₀) of the power spectrum density, usually presented in 1 Hz bins. Unit: dB re 1 μPa²/Hz.

pressure, acoustic
The deviation from the ambient hydrostatic pressure caused by a sound wave. Also called overpressure. Unit: pascal (Pa). Symbol: p.

pressure, hydrostatic
The pressure at any given depth in a static liquid that is the result of the weight of the liquid acting on a unit area at that depth, plus any pressure acting on the surface of the liquid. Unit: pascal (Pa).

received level
The sound level measured at a receiver.
rms
root-mean-square.

shear wave
A mechanical vibration wave in which the direction of particle motion is perpendicular to the direction of propagation. Also called secondary wave or S-wave. Shear waves propagate only in solid media, such as sediments or rock. Shear waves in the seabed can be converted to compressional waves in water at the water-seabed interface.

signature
Pressure signal generated by a source.

sound
A time-varying pressure disturbance generated by mechanical vibration waves travelling through a fluid medium such as air or water.

sound exposure
Time integral of squared, instantaneous frequency-weighted sound pressure over a stated time interval or event. Unit: pascal-squared second (Pa²·s) (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004).

sound exposure level (SEL)
A cumulative measure related to the sound energy in one or more pulses. Unit: dB re 1 μPa²·s. SEL is expressed over the summation period (e.g., per-pulse SEL [for airguns], single-strike SEL [for pile drivers], 24-hour SEL).

sound field
Region containing sound waves (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004).

sound intensity
Sound energy flowing through a unit area perpendicular to the direction of propagation per unit time.

sound pressure level (SPL)
The decibel ratio of the time-mean-square sound pressure, in a stated frequency band, to the square of the reference sound pressure (ANSI S1.1-1994 R2004).

For sound in water, the reference sound pressure is one micropascal (p₀ = 1 μPa) and the unit for SPL is dB re 1 μPa:

$$SPL = 10\log_{10}\left(\frac{p^2}{p_0^2}\right) = 20\log_{10}\left(\frac{p}{p_0}\right)$$

Unless otherwise stated, SPL refers to the root-mean-square sound pressure level. See also 90% sound pressure level and fast-average sound pressure level. Non-rectangular time window functions may be applied during calculation of the rms value, in which case the SPL unit should identify the window type.

sound speed profile
The speed of sound in the water column as a function of depth below the water surface.

source level (SL)
The sound level measured in the far-field and scaled back to a standard reference distance of 1 metre from the acoustic centre of the source. Unit: dB re 1 μPa @ 1 m (sound pressure level) or dB re 1 μPa²·s (sound exposure level).

spectrogram
A visual representation of acoustic amplitude compared with time and frequency.
**spectrum**
An acoustic signal represented in terms of its power (or energy) distribution compared with frequency.

**temporary threshold shift (TTS)**
Temporary loss of hearing sensitivity caused by excessive noise exposure.

**transmission loss (TL)**
The decibel reduction in sound level between two stated points that results from sound spreading away from an acoustic source subject to the influence of the surrounding environment. Also called propagation loss.

**wavelength**
Distance over which a wave completes one oscillation cycle. Unit: meter (m). Symbol: λ.
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Appendix A. Underwater Acoustics

This section provides a detailed description of the acoustic metrics relevant to the modelling study and the modelling methodology.

A.1. Acoustic Metrics

Underwater sound pressure amplitude is measured in decibels (dB) relative to a fixed reference pressure of \( p_0 = 1 \muPa \). Because the perceived loudness of sound, especially pulsed noise such as from seismic airguns, pile driving, and sonar, is not generally proportional to the instantaneous acoustic pressure, several sound level metrics are commonly used to evaluate noise and its effects on marine life. We provide specific definitions of relevant metrics used in the accompanying report. Where possible we follow the ANSI and ISO standard definitions and symbols for sound metrics, but these standards are not always consistent.

The zero-to-peak sound pressure level, or peak pressure level (PK) \( L_{p, pk} \) (dB re 1 \( \muPa \)), is the maximum instantaneous sound pressure level in a stated frequency band attained by an acoustic pressure signal, \( p(t) \):

\[
L_{p, pk} = 20 \log_{10} \left( \frac{\max[p(t)]}{p_0} \right) \tag{A-1}
\]

\( L_{p, pk} \) is often included as a criterion for assessing whether a sound is potentially injurious; however, because it does not account for the duration of a noise event, it is generally a poor indicator of perceived loudness.

The sound pressure level (SPL) \( L_p \) (dB re 1 \( \muPa \)) is the root-mean-square (rms) pressure level in a stated frequency band over a specified time window \( (T, \text{s}) \) containing the acoustic event of interest. It is important to note that SPL always refers to an rms pressure level and therefore not instantaneous pressure:

\[
L_p = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T g(t) p^2(t) dt / p_0^2 \right) \tag{A-2}
\]

where \( g(t) \) is an optional time weighting function. The SPL represents a nominal effective continuous sound over the duration of an acoustic event, such as the emission of one acoustic pulse, a marine mammal vocalization, the passage of a vessel, or over a fixed duration. Because the window length, \( T \), is the divisor, events with similar sound exposure level (SEL) but more spread out in time have a lower SPL.

In in-air studies of impulsive noise, the time weighting function \( g(t) \) is often a decaying exponential that emphasizes more recent pressure signals to mimic the leaky integration of the mammalian hearing system. For example, human-based fast time weighting applies an exponential function with time constant 125 ms. Other approaches for evaluating \( L_p \) of impulsive signals include setting \( g(t) \) to a boxcar (constant amplitude) function and \( T \) to the “90% time window” \( (T_{90}; \) the period over which cumulative square pressure function passes between 5% and 95% of its full per-pulse value) or to a constant value (e.g., \( T_{fix} = 125 \text{ ms} \)).
The sound exposure level (SEL, dB re 1 µPa²·s) is a measure related to the acoustic energy contained in one or more acoustic events \((N)\). The SEL for a single event is computed from the time-integral of the squared pressure over the full event duration \((T)\):

\[
L_E = 10 \log_{10} \left( \int_0^T p^2(t) dt / T_0 p_0^2 \right),
\]

where \(T_0\) is a reference time interval of 1 s. The SEL continues to increase with time when non-zero pressure signals are present. It therefore can be construed as a dose-type measurement, so the integration time used must be carefully considered in terms of relevance for impact to the exposed recipients.

SEL can be calculated over periods with multiple acoustic events or over a fixed duration. For a fixed duration, the square pressure is integrated over the duration of interest. For multiple events, the SEL can be computed by summing (in linear units) the SEL of the \(N\) individual events:

\[
L_{E,N} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} 10^{L_{E,i}/10} \right).
\]

Because the SPL and SEL are both computed from the integral of square pressure, these metrics are related by the following expression, which depends only on the duration of the time window \(T\):

\[
L_p = L_E - 10 \log_{10}(T).
\]

Energy equivalent SPL \((L_{eq};\text{ dB re 1 µPa})\) denotes the SPL of a stationary (constant amplitude) sound that generates the same SEL as the signal being examined, \(p(t)\), over the same period of time, \(T\):

\[
L_{eq} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{1}{T} \int_0^T p^2(t) dt / p_0^2 \right).
\]

The equations for SPL and the energy-equivalent SPL are numerically identical; conceptually, the difference between the two metrics is that the former is typically computed over short periods (typically of one second or less) and tracks the fluctuations of a non-steady acoustic signal, whereas the latter reflects the average SPL of an acoustic signal over times typically of one minute to several hours.

If applied, the frequency weighting of an acoustic event should be specified, as in the case of M-weighted SEL (e.g., \(L_{E,LFC,24h}\); Appendix A.3).
A.1.1. 1/3-Octave-Band Analysis

The distribution of a sound’s power with frequency is described by the sound’s spectrum. The sound spectrum can be split into a series of adjacent frequency bands. Splitting a spectrum into 1 Hz wide bands, called passbands, yields the power spectral density of the sound. This splitting of the spectrum into passbands of a constant width of 1 Hz, however, does not represent how animals perceive sound.

Because animals perceive exponential increases in frequency rather than linear increases, analyzing a sound spectrum with passbands that increase exponentially in size better approximates real-world scenarios. In underwater acoustics, a spectrum is commonly split into 1/3-octave-bands, which are one-third of an octave wide; each octave represents a doubling in sound frequency. The centre frequency of the *i*th 1/3-octave-band, \( f_c(i) \), is defined as:

\[
 f_c(i) = 10^{i/10},
\]

and the low (\( f_{lo} \)) and high (\( f_{hi} \)) frequency limits of the *i*th 1/3-octave-band are defined as:

\[
 f_{lo} = 10^{i/20} f_c(i) \quad \text{and} \quad f_{hi} = 10^{i/20} f_c(i).
\]

The 1/3-octave-bands become wider with increasing frequency, and on a logarithmic scale the bands appear equally spaced (Figure A-1). The acoustic modelling spans from band 10 (\( f_c(10) = 10 \) Hz) to band 44 (\( f_c(44) = 25 \) kHz).

![Linear Scale](image1)

![Logarithmic Scale](image2)

Figure A-1. One-third-octave-bands shown on a linear frequency scale and on a logarithmic scale.

The sound pressure level in the *i*th 1/3-octave-band \( (L_{b}^{(i)}) \) is computed from the power spectrum \( S(f) \) between \( f_{lo} \) and \( f_{hi} \):

\[
 L_{b}^{(i)} = 10 \log_{10} \left( \int_{f_{lo}}^{f_{hi}} S(f) df \right),
\]

Summing the sound pressure level of all the 1/3-octave-bands yields the broadband sound pressure level:

\[
 \text{Broadband SPL} = 10 \log_{10} \sum L_{b}^{(i)},
\]

Figure A-2 shows an example of how the 1/3-octave-band sound pressure levels compare to the power spectrum of an ambient noise signal. Because the 1/3-octave-bands are wider with increasing frequency, the 1/3-octave-band SPL is higher than the power spectrum, especially at higher frequencies. Acoustic modelling of 1/3-octave-bands require less computation time than 1 Hz bands and still resolves the frequency-dependence of the sound source and the propagation environment.
A.2. Marine Mammal Impact Criteria

It has been long recognized that marine mammals can be adversely affected by underwater anthropogenic noise. For example, Payne and Webb (1971) suggest that communication distances of fin whales are reduced by shipping sounds. Subsequently, similar concerns arose regarding effects of other underwater noise sources and the possibility that impulsive sources—primarily airguns used in seismic surveys—could cause auditory injury. This led to a series of workshops held in the late 1990s, conducted to address acoustic mitigation requirements for seismic surveys and other underwater noise sources (NMFS 1998, ONR 1998, Nedwell and Turnpenny 1998, HESS 1999, Ellison and Stein 1999). In the years since these early workshops, a variety of thresholds have been proposed for both injury (Appendix A.2.1) and disturbance (Appendix A.2.2). The following sections summarize the development of the current thresholds relevant to this study; this remains an active research topic, however.

A.2.1. Injury

The NMFS SPL criteria for injury to marine mammals from acoustic exposure were set according to recommendations for cautionary estimates of sound levels leading to onset of permanent hearing threshold shift (PTS). These criteria prescribed injury thresholds of 190 dB re 1 µPa SPL for pinnipeds and 180 dB re 1 µPa SPL for cetaceans, for all types of sound sources except tactical sonar and explosives (NMFS 2016). These injury thresholds are applied to individual noise pulses or instantaneous sound levels and do not consider the overall duration of the noise or its acoustic frequency distribution.

Criteria that do not account for exposure duration or noise spectra are generally insufficient on their own for assessing hearing injury. Human workplace noise assessment metrics consider the SPL as well as the duration of exposure and sound spectral characteristics. For example, the International Institute of Noise Control Engineering (I-INCE) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) suggests thresholds in C-weighted peak pressure level and A-weighted time-average sound level (dB(A)² Lω). They also suggest exchange rates that increase the allowable thresholds for each halving or doubling of exposure time. This approach assumes that hearing damage depends on the relative loudness perceived

2 The “A” refers to a specific frequency-dependent filter shaped according to a human equal loudness contour.
by the human ear, and that the ear might partially recover from past exposures, particularly if there are periods of quiet nested within the overall exposure.

In recognition of shortcomings of the SPL-only based injury criteria, in 2005 NMFS sponsored the Noise Criteria Group to review literature on marine mammal hearing to propose new noise exposure criteria. Members of this expert group published a landmark paper (Southall et al. 2007) that suggested assessment methods similar to those applied for humans. The resulting recommendations introduced dual acoustic injury criteria for impulsive sounds that included peak pressure level thresholds and SEL$_{24h}$ thresholds, where the subscripted 24h refers to the accumulation period for calculating SEL. The peak pressure level criterion is not frequency weighted whereas the SEL$_{24h}$ is frequency weighted according to one of four marine mammal species hearing groups: Low-, Mid- and High-Frequency Cetaceans (LFC, MFC, and HFC respectively) and Pinnipeds in Water (PINN). These weighting functions are referred to as M-weighting filters (analogous to the A-weighting filter for human; Appendix A.3). The SEL$_{24h}$ thresholds were obtained by extrapolating measurements of onset levels of Temporary Threshold Shift (TTS) in belugas by the amount of TTS required to produce Permanent Threshold Shift (PTS) in chinchillas. The Southall et al. (2007) recommendations do not specify an exchange rate, which suggests that the thresholds are the same regardless of the duration of exposure (i.e., it infers a 3 dB exchange rate).

Wood et al. (2012) refined Southall et al.’s (2007) thresholds, suggesting lower injury values for LFC and HFC while retaining the filter shapes (Appendix A.3). Their revised thresholds were based on TTS-onset levels in harbour porpoises from Lucke et al. (2009), which led to a revised impulsive sound PTS threshold for HFC of 179 dB re 1 µPa$^2$·s. Because there were no data available for baleen whales, Wood et al. (2012) based their recommendations for LFC on results obtained from MFC studies. In particular they referenced Finneran and Schlundt (2010) research, which found mid-frequency cetaceans are more sensitive to non-impulsive sound exposure than Southall et al. (2007) assumed. Wood et al. (2012) thus, recommended a more conservative TTS-onset level for LFC of 192 dB re 1 µPa$^2$·s.

Also in 2012, the US Navy recommended a different set of criteria for assessing Navy operations (Finneran and Jenkins 2012). Their analysis incorporated new dolphin equal-loudness contours$^3$ to update weighting functions and injury thresholds for LFC, MFC, and HFC. They recommended separating the pinniped group into otariids (eared seals) and phocids (earless seals) and assigning adjusted frequency thresholds to the former based on several sensitivity studies (Schusterman et al. 1972, Moore and Schusterman 1987, Babushina et al. 1991, Kastak and Schusterman 1998, Kastelein et al. 2005, Mulso and Reichmuth 2007, Mulso et al. 2011a, Mulso et al. 2011b).

Although a definitive approach is not yet apparent, there is consensus in the research community that an SEL-based method is preferable either separately or in addition to an SPL-based approach to assess the potential for injuries. In August 2016, after substantial public and expert input into three draft versions and based largely on the above-mentioned literature (NOAA 2013, 2015, 2016), NMFS finalized and promulgated technical guidance for assessing the effect of anthropogenic sound on marine mammal hearing (NMFS 2016). The guidance describes injury criteria with new thresholds and frequency weighting functions for the five hearing groups described by Finneran and Jenkins (2012). Table A-1 provide the recommended thresholds.

---

$^3$ An equal-loudness contour is the measured sound pressure level (dB re 1 µPa for underwater sounds) over frequency, for which a listener perceives a constant loudness when exposed to pure tones.
Table A-1. Marine mammal injury (PTS onset) thresholds based on NMFS (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing group</th>
<th>Impulsive source</th>
<th>Non-impulsive source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PK</td>
<td>Weighted SEL (24 h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2.2. Disturbance

The NMFS currently uses SPL thresholds for behavioural response of 160 dB re 1 μPa for impulsive sounds and 120 dB re 1 μPa for non-impulsive sounds for all marine mammal species (NMFS 2013), based on observations of mysticetes (Malme et al. 1983, Malme et al. 1984, Richardson et al. 1986, Richardson et al. 1990). As of 2016, NMFS applies these disturbance thresholds as a default, but makes exceptions on a species-specific and sub-population specific basis where warranted.

A.3. Marine Mammal Frequency Weighting

The potential for noise to affect animals depends on how well the animals can hear it. Noises are less likely to disturb or injure an animal if they are at frequencies that the animal cannot hear well. An exception occurs when the sound pressure is so high that it can physically injure an animal by non-auditory means (i.e., barotrauma). For sound levels below such extremes, the importance of sound components at particular frequencies can be scaled by frequency weighting relevant to an animal’s sensitivity to those frequencies (Nedwell and Turnpenny 1998, Nedwell et al. 2007).

A.3.1. Marine Mammal Frequency Weighting Functions

In 2015, a U.S. Navy technical report by Finneran (2015) recommended new auditory weighting functions. The overall shape of the auditory weighting functions is similar to human A-weighting functions, which follows the sensitivity of the human ear at low sound levels. The new frequency-weighting function is expressed as:

\[
G(f) = K + 10\log_{10}\left[\frac{(f/f_{lo})^{2a}}{1+(f/f_{lo})^{2}}\right],
\]

(A-11)

Finneran (2015) proposed five functional hearing groups for marine mammals in water: low-, mid-, and high-frequency cetaceans, phocid pinnipeds, and otariid pinnipeds. The parameters for these frequency-weighting functions were further modified the following year (Finneran 2016) and were adopted in NOAA’s technical guidance that assesses noise impacts on marine mammals (NMFS 2016). Table A-2 lists the frequency-weighting parameters for each hearing group; Figure A-3 shows the resulting frequency-weighting curves.
Table A-2. Parameters for the auditory weighting functions recommended by NMFS (2016).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hearing group</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>f_{lo} (Hz)</th>
<th>f_{hi} (Hz)</th>
<th>K (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>19,000</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8,800</td>
<td>110,000</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-frequency cetaceans</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12,000</td>
<td>140,000</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phocid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otariid pinnipeds in water</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A-3. Auditory weighting functions for functional marine mammal hearing groups as recommended by NMFS (2016).

A.4. Types of Sound

Numerous scientific reviews and workshops over the past 40 years have focused on how anthropogenic sounds can affect marine life (e.g., Payne and Webb 1971, Fletcher and Busnel 1978, Richardson et al. 1995, MMC 2007, Nowacek et al. 2007, Southall et al. 2007, Weilgart 2007, Tyack 2008). When assessing potential impacts of anthropogenic sound on marine life, sounds are commonly divided into two main categories: pulsed (with pulses further split into single and multiple pulses) and non-pulsed sounds (Southall et al. 2007).

Pulsed sounds include impact pile driving, airgun pulses, and some types of sonar. Non-pulsed sounds include vessel propulsion sound and some types of sonar. Numerous definitions and mathematical expressions (e.g., Burdic 1984) distinguish pulsed and non-pulsed sounds from one another.

A.4.1. Airgun Arrays

Seismic airguns generate pulsed acoustic energy by releasing a highly compressed air bubble into the water that expands and then collapses. Seismic airgun source arrays are comprised of multiple individual source elements, which are activated together to produce an output with frequencies ranging from several hertz to several kilohertz. Larger individual source element volumes producing lower frequencies and higher sound levels.

A single source element produces an approximately omnidirectional sound field, emitting acoustic energy equally in all directions. Multiple element seismic source arrays exhibit directivity due to geometric separation of the elements. The geometric separation translates into phase shift during the superposition of acoustic waves emitted by individual elements. The phase shift depends not only on the value of the geometrical separation, but also on the frequency. The effect of the superposition can be constructive or
destructive. For VSP surveys, source array layouts are configured to achieve higher sound energy emission levels in the vertical direction where at far-field the pulses from all elements add in-phase, since there is virtually no geometric shift along the z-axis for the array elements. Lower levels of sound energy are emitted in other directions. Airgun source arrays might show significant directionality in the horizontal direction due to the phase delay between pulses because the elements are horizontally separated. The directivity pattern of an airgun source array is different at different frequencies.

A.4.2. Vessel Sounds

Underwater sound that radiates from vessels is produced mainly by propeller and thruster cavitation, with a smaller fraction of sound produced by sound transmitted through the hull, such as by engines, gearing, and other mechanical systems. Sound levels tend to be the highest when thrusters are used to position the vessel and when the vessel is transiting at high speeds. A vessel’s sound signature depends on the vessel’s size, power output, propulsion system, and the design characteristics of the given system (e.g., blade shape and size). A vessel produces broadband acoustic energy with most of the energy emitted below a few kilohertz. Sound from onboard machinery, particularly sound below 200 hertz (Hz), dominates the sound spectrum before cavitation begins—normally around 8–12 knots on many commercial vessels (Spence et al. 2007). Under higher speeds and higher propulsion system load, the acoustic output from the cavitation processes on the propeller blades dominates other sources of sound on the vessel (Leggat et al. 1981).

A.5. Source Models

A.5.1. AASM

The source levels and directivity of the airgun array were predicted with JASCO’s Airgun Array Source Model (AASM; MacGillivray 2006). AASM includes both a low-frequency and a high-frequency module for predicting different components of the airgun array spectrum. The low frequency module is based on the physics of oscillation and radiation of airgun bubbles, as originally described by Ziolkowski (1970), that solves the set of parallel differential equations that govern bubble oscillations. Physical effects accounted for in the simulation include pressure interactions between airguns, port throttling, bubble damping, and generator-injector (GI) gun behaviour discussed by Dragoset (1984), Laws et al. (1990), and Landro (1992). A global optimization algorithm tunes free parameters in the model to a large library of airgun source signatures.

While airgun signatures are highly repeatable at the low frequencies, which are used for seismic imaging, their sound emissions have a large random component at higher frequencies that cannot be predicted deterministically. Therefore, the high-frequency module of AASM uses a stochastic simulation to predict the sound emissions of individual airguns above 800 Hz, using a multivariate statistical model. The current version of AASM has been tuned to fit a large library of high quality seismic source signature data obtained from the Joint Industry Program (JIP) on Sound and Marine Life (Mattsson and Jenkerson 2008). The stochastic model uses a Monte-Carlo method to simulate the random component of the high-frequency spectrum of each airgun in an array. The mean high-frequency spectra from the stochastic model augment the low-frequency signatures from the physical model, allowing AASM to predict airgun source levels at frequencies up to 25,000 Hz.

AASM produces a set of notional signatures for each array element based on:

- Array layout
- Volume, tow depth, and firing pressure of each airgun
- Interactions between different airguns in the array

These notional signatures are the pressure waveforms of the individual airguns at a standard reference distance of 1 m; they account for the interactions with the other airguns in the array. The signatures are
summed with the appropriate phase delays to obtain the far-field source signature of the entire array in all directions. This far-field array signature is filtered into 1/3-octave-bands to compute the source levels of the array as a function of frequency band and azimuthal angle in the horizontal plane (at the source depth), after which it is considered to be a directional point source in the far field.

A seismic array consists of many sources and the point-source assumption is invalid in the near field where the array elements add incoherently. The maximum extent of the near field of an array ($R_{nf}$) is:

$$R_{nf} < \frac{l^2}{4\lambda}, \quad (A-12)$$

where $\lambda$ is the sound wavelength and $l$ is the longest dimension of the array (Lurton 2002, §5.2.4). For example, an airgun array length of $l = 16$ m yields a near-field range of 85 m at 2 kHz and 17 m at 100 Hz. Beyond this $R_{nf}$ range, the array is assumed to radiate like a directional point source and is treated as such for propagation modelling.

The interactions between individual elements of the array create directionality in the overall acoustic emission. Generally, this directionality is prominent mainly at frequencies in the mid-range between tens of hertz to several hundred hertz. At lower frequencies, with acoustic wavelengths much larger than the inter-airgun separation distances, the directionality is small. At higher frequencies, the pattern of lobes is too finely spaced to be resolved and the effective directivity is less.

### A.5.2. Vessels

Most vessels have two primary sound sources: the machinery and the propellers/thrusters. For vessels operating in the heavily loaded conditions (e.g., during acceleration, dynamic positioning in heavy weather, or with heavy load), the underwater sound generated by the cavitation processes on the propeller blades dominates the sound field from the vessel (Leggat et al. 1981). Based on an analysis of acoustic recordings of merchant vessels, Ross (1976) showed that the sound intensity from the propellers is proportional to the number of blades, the propeller diameter, and the propeller tip speed. Ross (1976) provided the following formula for the sound levels from a vessel's propeller, operating in calm, open ocean conditions:

$$L_{100} = 155 + 60\log(u/25) + 10\log(B/4), \quad (A-13)$$

where $L_{100}$ is the spectrum level at 100 Hz, $u$ is the propeller tip speed (m/s), and $B$ is the number of propeller blades. Equation A-13 estimates the broadband SPL produced by the propeller cavitation at frequencies between 100 Hz and 10 kHz. This equation is valid for a propeller tip speed between 15 and 50 m/s. The spectrum is assumed to be flat below 100 Hz, and falls off at a rate of $-6$ dB per octave above 100 Hz (Figure A-4).

Another method of predicting the source level of a propeller was suggested by Brown (1977). For propellers operating in heavily loaded conditions, the formula for the sound spectrum level is:

$$SL_B = 163 + 40\log D + 30\log N + 10\log B - 20\log f + 10\log\left(\frac{A_c}{A_D}\right), \quad (A-14)$$

where $D$ is the propeller diameter (m), $N$ is the propeller revolution rate per second, $B$ is the number of blades, $A_c$ is the area of the blades covered by cavitation, and $A_D$ is the total propeller disc area. Similar to Ross's approach, the spectrum below 100 Hz is assumed to be flat. The tests with a naval propeller operating at off-design heavily loaded conditions showed that Equation A-14 should be used with a value of $A_c/A_D = 1$ (Leggat et al. 1981).
A.6. Sound Propagation Models

A.6.1. Transmission Loss

The propagation of sound through the environment was modelled by predicting the acoustic transmission loss—a measure, in decibels, of the decrease in sound level between a source and a receiver some distance away. Geometric spreading of acoustic waves is the predominant way by which transmission loss occurs. Transmission loss also happens when the sound is absorbed and scattered by the seawater, and absorbed scattered, and reflected at the water surface and within the seabed. Transmission loss depends on the acoustic properties of the ocean and seabed; its value changes with frequency.

If the acoustic source level (SL), expressed in dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m or dB re 1 µPa²·s @ 1 m, and transmission loss (TL), in units of dB, at a given frequency are known, then the received level (RL) at a receiver location can be calculated in dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m by:

\[ RL = SL - TL \]  

(A-15)

A.6.2. Noise Propagation with MONM and BELLHOP

Underwater sound propagation (i.e., transmission loss) at frequencies of 10 Hz to 25 kHz was predicted with JASCO’s Marine Operations Noise Model (MONM) and BELLHOP. The models compute received per-pulse SEL for directional impulsive sources, and SEL over 1 s for non-impulsive sources, at a specified source depth.

MONM computes acoustic propagation at low frequency (below 1 kHz for the present study) via a wide-angle parabolic equation solution to the acoustic wave equation (Collins 1993) based on a version of the U.S. Naval Research Laboratory’s Range-dependent Acoustic Model (RAM), which has been modified to account for a solid seabed (Zhang and Tindle 1995). The parabolic equation method has been extensively benchmarked and is widely employed in the underwater acoustics community (Collins et al. 1996). MONM computes acoustic propagation at high frequency (below 2–25 kHz) via the BELLHOP

---

Figure A-4. Estimated sound spectrum from cavitating propeller (Leggat et al. 1981).
Gaussian beam acoustic ray-trace model (Porter and Liu 1994). This version of MONM accounts for sound attenuation due to energy absorption through ion relaxation and viscosity of water in addition to acoustic attenuation due to reflection at the medium boundaries and internal layers (Fisher and Simmons 1977). The former type of sound attenuation is significant for frequencies higher than 5 kHz and cannot be neglected without noticeably affecting the model results. MONM’s predictions have been validated against experimental data from several underwater acoustic measurement programs conducted by JASCO (Hannay and Racca 2005, Aerts et al. 2008, Funk et al. 2008, Ireland et al. 2009, O’Neill et al. 2010, Warner et al. 2010, Racca et al. 2012a, Racca et al. 2012b, Martin et al. 2015).

MONM accounts for the additional reflection loss at the seabed, which results from partial conversion of incident compressional waves to shear waves at the seabed and sub-bottom interfaces, and it includes wave attenuations in all layers. MONM incorporates the following site-specific environmental properties: a bathymetric grid of the modelled area, underwater sound speed as a function of depth, and a geoacoustic profile based on the overall stratified composition of the seafloor.

MONM computes acoustic fields in three dimensions by modelling transmission loss within two-dimensional (2-D) vertical planes aligned along radials covering a 360° swath from the source, an approach commonly referred to as N×2-D. These vertical radial planes are separated by an angular step size of $\Delta \theta$, yielding $N = 360^\circ / \Delta \theta$ number of planes (Figure A-5).

MONM treats frequency dependence by computing acoustic transmission loss at the centre frequencies of 1/3-octave-bands. Sufficiently many 1/3-octave-bands, starting at 10 Hz, are modelled to include the majority of acoustic energy emitted by the source. At each centre frequency, the transmission loss is modelled within each of the N vertical planes as a function of depth and range from the source. The 1/3-octave-band received per-pulse SELs are computed by subtracting the band transmission loss values from the directional source level in that frequency band. Composite broadband received SELs are then computed by summing the received 1/3-octave-band levels.

The received per-pulse SEL sound field within each vertical radial plane is sampled at various ranges from the source, generally with a fixed radial step size. At each sampling range along the surface, the sound field is sampled at various depths, with the step size between samples increasing with depth below the surface. The step sizes are chosen to provide increased coverage near the depth of the source and at depths of interest in terms of the sound speed profile. For areas with deep water, sampling is not performed at depths beyond those reachable by marine mammals. The received per-pulse SEL at a surface sampling location is taken as the maximum value that occurs over all samples within the water.
column, i.e., the maximum-over-depth received per-pulse SEL. These maximum-over-depth per-pulse SELs are presented as colour contours around the source (Figure A-6).

![Figure A-6. Example of a maximum-over-depth SEL colour contour map for an unspecified source.]

A.6.3. Noise Propagation with FWRAM

For impulsive sounds, time-domain representations of the pressure waves generated in the water are required to calculate SPL and peak pressure level. For this study, synthetic pressure waveforms were computed using FWRAM, which is a time-domain acoustic model based on the same wide-angle parabolic equation (PE) algorithm as MONM. FWRAM computes synthetic pressure waveforms versus range and depth for range-varying marine acoustic environments, and it takes the same environmental inputs as MONM (bathymetry, water sound speed profile, and seabed geoacoustic profile). Unlike MONM, FWRAM computes pressure waveforms via Fourier synthesis of the modelled acoustic transfer function in closely spaced frequency bands. FWRAM employs the array starter method to accurately model sound propagation from a spatially distributed source (MacGillivray and Chapman 2012).

Synthetic pressure waveforms were modelled over the frequency range 10–2048 Hz, inside a 1 s window (Figure A-7). The synthetic pressure waveforms were post-processed, after applying a travel time correction, to calculate standard SPL and SEL metrics versus range and depth from the source.

Besides providing direct calculations of the peak pressure level and SPL, the synthetic waveforms from FWRAM can also be used to convert the SEL values from MONM to SPL.

![Figure A-7. Example of synthetic pressure waveforms computed by FWRAM for at the VSP airgun array multiple range offsets. Receiver depth is 2 m and the amplitudes of the pressure traces have been normalised for display purposes.](image)